Building the future of pharmaceutical
benefits by building in-class teams
Capital Rx is building the future of pharmacy
benefits - challenging the status quo and current
landscape of their industry. To remain a leading
startup in the pharmacy benefit management
space, Capital Rx needs top talent - experienced,
ambitious, passionate, and genuine people, who
truly want to be at the forefront of change.

The Goal:

The Solution:

Scaling remote teams
Unhindered by COVID-19, Capital Rx has
continued to grow at an accelerated pace over
the past year. Capital Rx ended 2019 with 44
employees and currently over 100 employees in
2021, a 236.36% increase in growth. Realizing their
hiring needs were not slowing down, Capital Rx
needed a fast pace and a low-cost hiring solution to
keep their talent pipeline full in order to scale their
teams for their next era of growth.
Smart sourcing with Hired
With Hired, Capital Rx has been able to expand
their talent pipeline and gain access to tech talent
they otherwise might not have been connected
with. By using Hired to search by skill, industry,
and role, Capital Rx has smartly sourced tech
talent and has seen a 100% increase in their
placements on our platform. Just in the past year
alone, Capital Rx hiring managers have been able
to recruit five top-notch developers in less than six
months. Capital Rx continues to leverage Hired to
keep the best tech talent in their pipeline.

The Future:

Case Study:

Reliable, high quality talent

First onboarded
March 13th, 2019
13 placements,
217 interview requests
Positions filled:
Sr. Fullstack Developer
QA Engineer
Fullstack Developer
Fullstack Developer
Sr. Fullstack Developer
Front-End and Mobile Developer
Backend Developer
Director of Sales Ops
I love that the Hired team likes
to check-in and help move offers/
responses along when we otherwise
are at a bit of a stopping point with
candidates. They serve as an extension
of our Talent Acquisition team!
Hired is a regular go-to resource for us
for all things technical hiring!
Some of our earliest joiners are from
Hired — across our Sales & Software
Development teams! We continue to
use Hired to ensure we have access to
technical talent as we grow and scale
our business.

As Capital Rx’s hiring needs continue to change,
Hired’s account management team will be there to
support them every step of the way. With Hired,
Capital Rx is able to hire smartly and efficiently by
filling their pipeline with top talent who can help
them in their goal of redefining prescriptions.
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Learn more at hired.com/employers

